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Healthcare providers face significant financial and clinical challenges. As the
healthcare industry transitions from a volume-based fee for service to a valuebased patient-care model, efficient access to data and collaboration across
healthcare organizations are critical. Massive consolidation and creation of new
entities in the industry require providers to share data in order to facilitate careteam coordination and eliminate duplication. As well, there is pressure to improve
the total cost of ownership (TCO) and reduce complexity of healthcare information
technology (IT) infrastructure.
A key part of this infrastructure is for managing medical images and other
unstructured data which have traditionally been the responsibility of the radiology
department. However, providers are increasingly adopting a more comprehensive
and capable Enterprise Imaging solution to provide enterprise-wide sharing of
medical images and other unstructured data between departments and hospitals.
Because there is significant imaging-data growth occurring from higher-resolution
images and digital pathology, an Enterprise Imaging solution must be extensible
to accommodate the increasing data without requiring a system replacement.
As many providers are starting to implement imaging analytic and artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms to help clinicians evaluate and extract value from
data, it is important for an Enterprise Imaging solution to provide the compute
resources necessary to execute analytic algorithms with a good user experience.
Hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) provides a cost- effective, performant,
flexible, and extensible architecture for Enterprise Imaging solutions. This paper
describes a solution from Dell EMC, VMware, and Intel that was developed and
validated to support the next generation of Enterprise Imaging solutions.
Audience
This white paper is intended for customers who are hosting Enterprise Imaging
solutions (either a new system or an upgrade to an existing system) and want to
leverage a validated, optimal HCI reference solution. It can also be referenced
by sales and services teams from Dell EMC, VMware, Intel, and their partners to
create a design for a customer’s unique requirements and environment.
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Healthcare Data Challenges
The healthcare industry continues its rapid shift toward a
value-based, patient-care model. This environment is driving
healthcare organizations toward new strategies for health IT
infrastructure—especially as data volumes continue to grow
and providers demand real-time access to critical diagnostic
information to improve care quality. Indeed, the healthcare
industry will continue to produce large volumes of digital
data over the next few years. In 2016, the International Data
Corporation (IDC), in collaboration with Dell EMC, projected
that healthcare stakeholders will produce 2,314 exabytes of
data by 2020, a significant increase over the 153 exabytes
generated in 2013.1 The transition from paper records to
electronic medical records (EMRs) has been completed for
most healthcare providers, contributing to the doubling of
healthcare data every two years (Figure 1). All of these factors
present an acute data-management challenge, requiring
providers to minimize TCO and the complexity of their
healthcare IT infrastructures.
Throughout a patient’s life, the majority of his or her medical
records consist of medical imaging data, yet this information
is typically locked in rigid, proprietary systems (Figure 2 on
the next page). This makes it difficult to establish a full picture
of a patient, often resulting in duplicate tests or incomplete
information, which can be dangerous to the patient and costly
to the healthcare system. There are many challenges and
considerations that must be addressed for effective medicalimage management and sharing:
• Older data needs to be archived for reference and
regulatory compliance.
• A healthcare organization needs to store and manage
petabytes of data, causing mounting IT challenges and costs.
• Departmental silos of imaging data must be liberated to
ensure enterprise-wide access and collaboration.
• To extract more imaging data value, it needs to be extended
to cooperating hospitals and research institutions.
• An effective Master Patient Index functionality must be provided.
• An effective synchronization capability between PACS, and
VNAs (including updates and tagging) must be implemented.

Healthcare Data
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Enterprise Imaging solutions can include Picture
Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS),
Vendor-Neutral Archives (VNAs), Enterprise Content
Management (ECM), and other solutions in this dynamic
industry. In some sections we refer to VNA as a specific
tangible example of leveraging the Enterprise Imaging
Platform from Dell EMC and Intel to create a solution.
In this context, we ascribe “VNA-Ready” as a term that
refers to this platform being ready to host VNA software
in order to create a VNA solution.
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Figure 1. Healthcare data-growth trend
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Figure 2. Medical imaging data silos

Vendor-Neutral Archive Overview
The need for a secure, open-architecture system can be
met through a VNA, allowing for greater standardization
and cooperation across healthcare systems. Robust VNAs
deliver standards-based interoperability that enables DICOM
and non-DICOM images and clinical data from proprietary
systems to be stored in a standard format, providing unified
access to medical images from a variety of departmental
PACS and radiology information systems (RIS).
An increased industry emphasis on patient engagement,
personalization, and reduced costs makes shifting to VNA timely.
A modern VNA solution provides several benefits including:
• Coordinating care across the enterprise network
–– VNAs maximize interoperability through conformance
with standards such as DICOM and Integrating the
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) Cross Enterprise Sharing
(XDS) profiles including the Document Registry and
Document Source.
–– Clinicians can view images and other clinical data while
maintaining their preferred PACS/RIS solutions, as the
VNA is complementary.
–– Automated access to more data allows for workflow
efficiencies that increase productivity for heavily
burdened radiology specialists.
• Establishing a more complete picture of the patient
–– Clinicians can view a patient’s full record, including
radiology exams conducted at other facilities, Clinical
Document Architecture (CDA) documents from the
Health Information Exchange, internal XDS Registry and
Repository, and other EMRs.
–– A more comprehensive medical record is enabled by
bringing together varied types of exams, including those
from cardiology, neonatology, and other medical specialties.
–– VNAs allow a fuller picture of the patient, as they transcend
the proprietary nature of departmental PACS/RIS systems.

• Improving diagnostic response time
–– VNAs allow for a quick retrieval of data, cutting down on
patient wait times.
–– Payers use VNAs to help confirm diagnoses and monitor
treatment progress.
–– The workﬂow improvements enabled by VNAs help
reduce administrative overhead and allow faster, better
informed responses to patients.
• Facilitating research and collaboration
–– Data can be shared with external organizations, allowing
for global collaboration and consultation. Second opinions
are easier to obtain, helping to improve clinical care.
–– Patients in less populous areas can obtain tele-radiology
services from specialists across the region, nation, or the world.
–– Pharmaceutical companies and science researchers can
use VNAs to supplement other data resources, gaining
insights that may spark the next treatment breakthrough.

The Need for Solutions That Are Future-Proof
Enterprise Imaging Platforms were developed to be forwardlooking so that they can evolve to address upcoming
requirements. It has an extensible architecture and has been
designed to accommodate future imaging growth needs and
capabilities. In the example of a VNA solution, the platform
has everything integrated to host the next generation of
VNAs, it is “VNA-Ready.” These potential future requirements
include the following:
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Analytics-Ready. As evidenced
by publications, event speakerships, and early product
capabilities, AI and analytics in Enterprise Imaging Platforms
are shifting from research and development into production.
The vast amount of data stored in Enterprise Imaging
Platforms make it a natural landing zone to provide valueadded analysis for clinicians. If this capability already exists
in the hospital or there are plans to add it in the future, the
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Enterprise Imaging Platform is designed to accommodate this
workload. It has reserve CPU capacity that can be leveraged
or dedicated CPUs can be partitioned off exclusively for
AI/analytics, as the workload can be compute-intensive,
and should not interfere with the core Enterprise Imaging
Platform’s information processing performance. Several
Intel® technologies have been integrated to optimize AI/
analytics operations, including:
–– Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor provide agile and
scalable performance appropriate for a wide range
of AI/analytics applications (e.g., machine learning,
cognitive computing, and deep learning).
–– Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) provides
optimized math functions for increased performance and
reduced development time.
–– Deep-Learning Deployment Toolkit (DLDT) is a crosshardware deep-learning model optimizer.
• Cloud Elasticity. Although most imaging data is stored
on-premises, the trend to leverage public cloud is growing
quickly. Many customers have either already embraced the
cloud or anticipate that it will be part of their solutions in the
future. They want the flexibility and the ability to leverage
the public cloud for capabilities like disaster recovery
and tier 2 storage. The Enterprise Imaging Platform
was designed with VMware infrastructure to be easily
extended to include Virtustream for Enterprise-Class Cloud
Services (including a hybrid cloud capability for a common
environment between on- premises and public cloud, and
the capability to implement a migration policy between
them). This allows users to shift storage to the cloud
when they are ready and at a pace that works for them.
Virtustream is a Dell Technologies business that is deployed
by many high-profile cloud service providers (CSPs) and
system integrators (SIs). The Virtustream Healthcare
Cloud provides mission-critical application automation,
availability, performance, service-level agreements (SLAs),
and security. It also supports hosting and managed services
for major EMRs and provides Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance with continuous
monitoring and scheduled compliance auditing and
reporting. Several Intel technologies have been integrated
into the Enterprise Imaging Platform to optimize for a
hybrid cloud environment, including:
–– Intel® Quick Assist Technology (Intel® QAT) is built into
the Intel Xeon Scalable processor and performs very
fast hardware-based encryption, compression, and key
management, keeping data safe in transit and at rest.
Offloading these computationally intensive tasks frees
the CPU for processing, which improves the performance
of applications, reduces network traffic, and makes the
overall system more responsive.
–– Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel® AVX-512)
can boost acceleration for encryption and compression
workloads, storage-intensive applications, and enhanced
vectorization speeds.
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• Large Data Images. Modality slice density is increasing, and
new large imaging-data files are being created (e.g., digital
pathology images are much larger than radiology images). It is
important to have a system that is designed to accommodate
these new emerging data types. The Enterprise Imaging
Platform is designed with this workload in mind and has
reserve storage capacity. Several Intel technologies have been
integrated to optimize for large images, including:
–– The Intel Xeon Scalable processor, compared to the
previous-generation processor, provides 1.7 times faster
network-packet forwarding and 2.5 times faster transportlayer security. Δ It has the Intel AVX-512 instruction set
which calculates storage functions, such as de-duplication,
encryption, and compression, two times faster than the
previous generation. A tightly integrated network and
fabric provides higher performance at a lower cost.
–– Intel® Optane™ Solid State Drives (SSDs) provide the
same capacity as NAND SSDs with 100 times latency
improvement. 2 Intel Optane SSDs deliver reduced I/O
wait time and increase system utilization. Intel Optane
SSDs have been integrated with the capabilities of
VMware products to provide improved performance,
responsiveness, and endurance.
• Data Migration. As Enterprise Imaging Platforms are
deployed, there is typically a significant data-migration
project that must take place between systems that may
come from different vendors. Data migration can be a
very time-consuming process, and it is important that the
existing production systems are not impacted. Several
Intel technologies have been integrated into the Enterprise
Imaging Platform to help with this process (and have been
discussed above), including:
–– Intel Xeon Scalable processor with Intel QAT for
accelerated compression and encryption
–– Intel Xeon Scalable processor network acceleration
–– Intel Optane SSD latency improvements
• Storage Growth. It is estimated that Enterprise Imaging Platform
storage systems may grow at a pace of 25 percent or more
over the coming years.3 It is critical that storage solutions can
be extended as necessary while maintaining the same level of
performance to accommodate this growth without replacing
the system. The Enterprise Imaging Platform has been designed
to be modular and can be easily extended to accommodate
increased storage needs. Several Intel technologies have
been integrated to help scale storage, including:
–– Software-defined storage (SDS) solution based on VMware
vSAN* provides an optimal, integrated storage system that
can be expanded to petabytes of storage per vSAN cluster.
–– Intel Xeon Scalable processor is a high-volume data center
building block that has industry-leading TCO benefits.
–– Intel® Storage Acceleration Software provides tools to
maximize storage throughput, security, and resilience.
∆	

For more complete information about performance and benchmark
results, visit intel.com/benchmarks. Performance results based on
testing details and system configuration. See the full disclaimer
and system configurations on page 12.
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Hyper-Converged Infrastructure
(HCI) Overview
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VMware vSAN* Overview

Traditional three-tier infrastructure design uses physical
or virtual servers, shared storage such as storage area
network (SAN), and network fabrics (Figure 3). As the
amount of data to be stored and processed has dramatically
increased, the requirements for modern, effective enterprise
storage systems have evolved and include the following
considerations:
• Storage costs cannot continue to increase linearly with the
amount of data and must come down.
• Solutions must be scalable so that they can easily extend
over time as additional data are generated.
• Procurement flexibility should be maintained by avoiding
hardware and software vendor lock-in.
• There is an increased desire for standard application
programming interfaces (APIs) to innovate and deploy
differentiating applications.
HCI design differs by combining compute, storage, and
virtualization in a node or an appliance that is built on
standards-based server hardware. Multiple nodes or
appliances form a cluster that is managed by virtualization
and SDS such as VMware vSAN. HCI design allows a customer
to save capital expense by buying infrastructure to meet
its exact needs, while ensuring the ability to scale out the
infrastructure for future growth.
The skillset required for implementing and managing an HCI
solution already exists within many customers’ IT departments
because of familiarity with virtualization technology and
management tools. SDS features enable IT to shorten
implementation windows, reduce management complexity and
costs, and mitigate risks for business continuity.

VMware vSAN is an SDS solution and a radically simple HCI
solution (Figure 4). It is built from the ground up for VMware
vSphere* virtual machines (VMs); it abstracts and aggregates
locally attached disks in a vSphere cluster to create a storage
solution that can be provisioned and managed from VMware
vCenter* (a centralized platform for managing VMware
vSphere environments) and the vSphere Web Client (Figure 5).
VMware vSAN is delivered on the same x86 server platform
running the hypervisor. Industry-standard components are
used with direct-attached storage devices, from spinning
disks to SSDs to the latest NVMe* technology (Figure 6).
Also, vSAN delivers enterprise-class features, scale, and
performance, making it the ideal storage platform for VMs.

VMware vSAN* Solution Architecture
Virtual Machine
1

Virtual Machine
2

VMware vSAN*

vSAN Storage managed by vCenter*

...
...

Figure 4. VMware vSAN* solution
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Figure 5. VMware vSAN* architecture for Enterprise Imaging
Platforms
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Virtual Network Architecture
for Enterprise Imaging Platforms
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HCI on Dell EMC 14th Generation
PowerEdge™ Servers
Dell EMC recently launched its 14th generation PowerEdge™
server portfolio making PowerEdge the bedrock of the modern
data center. With Intel Xeon Scalable processors (up to 8 sockets
and 28 cores per socket); increased memory capacity and
bandwidth; increased storage capacity and drive configurations;
innovations such as Boot Optimized Storage Subsystem (BOSS)
and agent-free Integrated Dell Remote Access 9 (iDRAC 9);
and packed with automation and security features, the new
14th generation PowerEdge servers can significantly accelerate
enterprise-class workloads. Uniquely purpose-built for HCI,
the new 14th generation PowerEdge servers are designed with
150 custom SDS requirements, tailored to HCI workloads that
depend on the tenets of both servers and storage.

Enterprise Imaging Platform
Distributed
Virtual Switch

Uplink1

DVUplinks

Uplink2

Teamed

IO Modules

Physical
Network Switches

Figure 6. Virtual network architecture for Enterprise Imaging
Platforms

VMware vSAN integrates with the entire VMware stack. VM
storage provisioning and day-to-day management of storage
SLAs can all be controlled through VM-level policies that can
be set and modified on the fly.
There are some significant enhancements in vSAN 6.6:
• 50 percent greater all-flash performance and a 35 percent
reduction in latency compared to the previous-generation vSAN
• Now includes data-at-rest encryption (DARE) at the cluster
level for broad protection
• Enhanced stretched clusters now with local and site protection
VMware vSAN delivers significant values over traditional IT
infrastructure by enabling rapid deployment of validated
technology stacks, reducing IT management complexity and
costs, enhancing applications performance, and allowing
scalability for future growth.

Introduction
Dell EMC offers a broad continuum of HCI solutions from do-ityourself reference architectures and prepackaged Ready Nodes/
Bundles to prebuilt highly customizable Validated Systems
and to ultimate turnkey Hybrid Cloud Platform with life-cycle
management and support experience. Dell EMC recently gained
the number-one HCI market share position according to IDC.4
Both Dell EMC and Intel solution teams have extensive
experience in helping medical imaging and Enterprise
Imaging Platform independent software vendors (ISVs)
design, validate, implement, and support infrastructure
solutions for healthcare customers.
Leveraging this collective expertise, the joint team selected
two Dell EMC HCI solutions that are suitable for enterprise
medical imaging and Enterprise Imaging Platform workloads,
including Dell EMC VxRail™ Appliances and Dell EMC
PowerEdge C6420 vSAN Ready Nodes.
These two solutions allow customers the choice of either building
an HCI solution using validated Ready Nodes in order to optimize
initial investments or buying prebuilt HCI appliances with
simplified life-cycle management and enhanced data protection.
Next, the team analyzed workload, integration, deployment,
and support requirements of multiple ISVs to recommend
specific solution configurations. The team defined
performance benchmarks and developed a benchmark testing
system leveraging open source Enterprise Imaging Platform
software. After analyzing the test results, the team fine-tuned
the solution configurations to optimize performance, reliability,
and cost. The resulting optimized and validated solution
configurations are therefore considered to represent a typical
Enterprise Imaging Platform-based solution.
In the following sections we provide a technical overview
of the Enterprise Imaging Platform from Dell and Intel and
recommended solution configurations, as well as an overview
of performance benchmarks and testing methodology.
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Enterprise Imaging Platform: Dell EMC VxRail™ Appliances
Dell EMC VxRail Appliance is a fully loaded, preconfigured, and
pretested HCI appliance built by Dell EMC and VMware with
the deepest integration. VxRail allows customers to simplify
the entire life-cycle—from deployment and management to
scaling and maintenance. VxRail on 14th generation PowerEdge
servers offers more processor options, more cores and threads
per socket, and more choices in flash and network connectivity,
delivering optimal performance and TCO for HCI solutions.
Hardware
For enterprise medical imaging and Enterprise Imaging
Platform workloads, the team selected the Dell EMC VxRail
Appliance E560 All-Flash node (specifications can be seen
in Table 1) as the building block of an appliance-based
Enterprise Imaging Platform (Figure 7).
Software
VxRail has three key software elements: SDS powered by
VMware vSAN, deployment and management tools, and dataprotection software.
• VxRail vSAN includes the following components: vSAN
Enterprise, vCenter Server, vRealize* Log Insight*, and
vSphere Ready software.
• VxRail Manager is the primary deployment and element
manager interface, where a user can add nodes to a cluster,
and find support information and tools. VxRail Manager
also has a dial-home functionality for proactive support.
• Data-Protection options, including RecoverPoint for
Virtual Machines, vSphere Replication, and vSphere Data
Protection, are included in the price of VxRail Appliance and
can be activated in VxRail Manager.
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Services
Dell EMC offers expert deployment and support services for
VxRail Appliance. Standard ProDeploy for Enterprise service
includes pre-deployment planning, project management,
and 24x7 onsite installation. Recommended ProDeploy Plus
for Enterprise provides additional values including postdeployment assistance and training credits. ProSupport
for Enterprise provides a single point of comprehensive
24x7 support for all standard VxRail hardware and software
components. Additional services are available to help with
pre-loading data, implementing data-protection options,
adding hardware nodes/capacity, or upgrading software.
Recommended Configurations
VxRail Appliance allows for easy scaling as workloads grow.
A cluster can start with 3 nodes (4 nodes required with
Erasure Coding), and expand up to 64 nodes, allowing for
infrastructure that closely matches workload requirements,
thus minimizing the risk of over investment.
A configuration of 4 VxRail Appliance E560 nodes with the
specifications in Table 2 for the Enterprise Imaging Platform
is recommended when buying a pre-built HCI solution with
simplified life-cycle management and data-protection
capabilities. The configuration meets the requirements of
enterprise imaging and Enterprise Imaging Platform workloads
to support an annual volume of one million studies of medical
images and leaves sufficient capacity to support future growth.
Table 2. VxRail™ Appliance E560 4-Node All-Flash configuration
Physical Resources Summary
CPU Cores

112

Memory (GB)

1536

Table 1. Dell EMC VxRail™ Appliance E560 node specifications

vSAN* Cache Storage (TB)

3.20

VxRail Appliance E560 Node

vSAN Capacity Usable Storage (TB)

15.36

Form Factor

Single-node 1U

vSAN Capacity Raw Storage (TB)

30.72

Processors

Single- or dual-socket Up to 28 cores/CPU

Component

Memory

Up to 1,536 GB RAM (768 GB per processor)

Drive
Configuration

10x 12 Gb SAS drive slots (2.5”)
1 or 2 disk groups, up to 4 capacity drives each

Storage Capacity Up to 30.7 TB SSD
Network Options 2x10 GbE SFP+, 2x10 GbE RJ-45, 4x10 GbE RJ-45
Boot

BOSS with 2 x 240 GB SATA M.2

Power Supplies

1100 W AC, 1100 W 48V DC

Figure 7. Dell EMC VxRail™ Appliance E-Series

Qty. Summary

Processor

8

Intel® Xeon® Gold 5120 processor
2.2 GHz, 14C/28T, 10.4 GT/s 2UPI,
19 M cache, Turbo, HT
(105 W) DDR4-2400

Memory

48

32 GB RDIMM, 2667 MT/s, dual rank

Network Adapter

4

Intel® X710 dual port 10 GB
DA/SFP+, +I350 DP 1 GB Ethernet,
network daughter card

Network Adapter

4

Intel X710 dual port 10 GB,
direct attach SFP+, converged network adapter, low profile

Boot Drive

4

BOSS controller card + with 2 M. 2
sticks 120 GB (RAID 1), LP

Flash Cache Drive

8

400 GB SAS write-intensive SSD

Flash Capacity Drive

16

L92 TB SATA read-intensive SSD

VMware vSAN* License

8

VMware vSAN advanced, 1 CPU

VMware vSphere* License 8

vSphere Enterprise Plus
1 CPU license, 3-year subscription

VMware vCenter* License

vCenter Server Standard

1
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Enterprise Imaging Platform: C6420 vSAN Ready Nodes
The Dell EMC PowerEdge C6420 (Figure 8 and Table 3) is
designed with maximum density, scalability, and energy
efficiency for hyper-scale computing, and is built on a resilient
architectural framework with integrated security for largescale cloud, high-performance compute, and HCI solutions.
Hardware
The C6420 node is a 2U form factor and comes in a C6400
chassis that holds 4 nodes. Each node can have up to 2
processors delivering up to 224 physical cores per chassis.
C6420 has advanced system management with an iDRAC
9 Lifecycle Controller and Redfish API. Factory-integrated
liquid-cooled CPU options deliver increased performance
while improving power efficiency.
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Software
The C6420 vSAN Ready Node has been validated by Dell
EMC and VMware for implementation of VMware vSAN.
C6420 comes with iDRAC 9 and Redfish REST APIs that
enable automated workflows for deployment and monitoring.
Additional system management options include BMC and
iDRAC Enterprise with a full suite of iDRAC capabilities.
Services
Dell EMC vSAN Ready Nodes come with deployment and support
services for the entire solution (Figure 9). Certified deployment
engineers ensure accuracy and speed, reduce risk and downtime,
and free IT staff to work on those higher-value priorities. One-stop
cluster-level support covers the hardware, operating system,
hypervisor, and vSAN software. Dell EMC recommends the
following services for C6420 vSAN Ready Node.

Dell EMC Deployment and Support Services
for vSAN* Ready Node solutions
ProDeploy Plus*
• Installation and
configuration of hardware,
OS, and hypervisor
• 30-day post-deployment
configuration assistance
• Training credits
• Technical Account Manager

Figure 8. Dell EMC PowerEdge™ C6400 chassis
Table 3. Dell EMC PowerEdge™ C6420 vSAN* Ready Node
specifications
Dell EMC PowerEdge™ C6420 vSAN* Ready Node
Form Factor

Single-node 2U

Processors

Up to two Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, up to 28
cores/CPU
Air and direct-contact liquid cooling

Memory

16 DIMM slots with options for 8 GB/16 GB/32 GB RDIMMS
4 slots capable of Intel® 3D XPoint™ memory

Up to 6 drives per node, 2 can be NVMe* drives
Drive
Configuration 12 GB/6 GB SAS/SATA and hot-plug NVMe drives
Storage
Capacity
Network
Options
Boot
Power
Supplies

Up to 23 TB with 6 SSDs per node
Up to 18.6 TB with 4 SSDs + 2 NVMe drives
One x16 PCIe Gen3 OCP mezzanine
1/10/25/40 Gbps Ethernet, 100 Gbps Intel® Omni-Path
Architecture (Intel® OPA)
1x M.2 120 GB boot optimized drive
2x M.2 120 / 240 GB boot optimized drives
1600 W, 2000 W or 2400 W fault-tolerant redundant
(FTR) PSUs in a 1+1 configuration

ProSupport*
• Comprehensive support
for hardware, OS,
and hypervisor
• 24x7 access via phone,
chat, and email

Add-ons for vSAN*
Ready Nodes
• Configuration of vSAN
software
• Solution-specific
configuration of vCenter*,
ESXi*, and virtual switches
• Product orientation
• Validation of installed
environment

ProSupport*
for Software
• One-stop cluster-level
support for vSAN issues
and escalations
• Included when purchasing
VMware vSAN licenses
from Dell EMC

Figure 9. Dell EMC vSAN* Ready Nodes include deployment
and support services for the entire solution
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Recommended Configurations
The C6420 vSAN Ready Nodes (enclosed in C6400 chassis)
allow for dynamic scaling with VMware vSAN, closely
matching their workload requirements, and thus minimizing
the risk of overinvestment.

scanners, viewers, and other hospital systems was simulated
using locust.io, a Python*-based scalable load-testing framework.

We recommend a configuration of 4 C6420 nodes with the
specifications for the Enterprise Imaging Platform (Table 4)
when building an HCI solution using validated Ready Node
in order to optimize the initial investment. The configuration
meets the requirements of enterprise imaging and Enterprise
Imaging Platform workloads, supports an annual volume of
one million studies of medical images, and leaves sufficient
capacity to support future growth.

Enterprise Imaging Platform:
Workload Requirements Simulation
Tools and Technologies
In order to simulate a real-world Enterprise Imaging solution
workload, the open source PACS software from Orthanc was
used. Orthanc is a standalone, DICOM standard-compliant
application that provides a RESTful API interface. Multiple
instances of Orthanc were load balanced using the HAProxy
software tool. Load on the server from various systems such as

Data and Simulation Load
Data from many open source DICOM repositories was
used to create a realistic and sizeable test data. Workloads
representing small (50 beds), and large (400+ beds) hospitals
were simulated based on a Frost & Sullivan analysis of realworld Imaging workloads (reference Tables 5, 6, and 7).
Experiment Methodology
The experimental methodology (Figure 10 on the next page)
was focused on peak-performance testing, stress testing, and
simulation of real-world hospital load scenarios. Profiling
metrics—CPU utilization (percentage active across all cores),
network utilization (percentage of network bandwidth utilized),
disk utilization (read ops, write ops), and memory utilization
(used, cached)—were used to characterize the system
performance for the test scenarios described above. Profiling
metrics were gathered using the collectd and Graphite tools.
Table 5. Volume of daily procedures for different hospital sizes
Average

Small
(min)

Large
(max)

Total Daily Procedures

1080

120

4800

X-Ray

551

61

2448

Table 4. Dell EMC PowerEdge™ C6420 vSAN* Ready Nodes
in one C6400

Computed Tomography

205

23

912

Ultrasound

119

13

528

Physical Resources Summary

Mammography

86

10

384

CPU Cores

112

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

65

7

288

Memory (GB)

1536

Nuclear Imaging and PET

22

2

96

vSAN* Cache Storage (TB)

3.20

Interventional X-Ray

22

2

96

vSAN Capacity Usable Storage (TB)

15.36

Fluoroscopy

11

1

48

vSAN Capacity Raw Storage (TB)

30.72

Component
Chassis

Processor
Memory

Table 6. Typical DICOM file sizes

Qty. Summary
1

PowerEdge™ C6400 Enclosure,
2.5” NVMe*

8

Intel® Xeon® Gold 5120 processor
2.2 GHz, 14C/28T, 10.4 GT/s 2UPI,
19 M cache, Turbo,
HT (105 W) DDR4-2400

Modality
Angiography

Average Number Uncompressed
of Images
(MB)
15

15

Computed Radiography

3

30

Computed Tomography

60

32

Multislice Computed
Tomography

500

262

48

32 GB RDIMM, 2667 MT/s, dual rank

4

Intel® X710 dual port 10 GB direct
attach, SFP+, converged network
adapter, low profile

Digital Fluoroscopy

20

20

Digital Radiography

3

54

Network Adapter

4

Intel X710 dual port 10 GB, SFP+,
OCP mezzanine card

Film Digitizer

3

30

Storage Controller

4

PERC H330 controller card

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

200

26

Boot Drive

4

64 GB microSDHC/SDXC card

Nuclear Medicine

10

1

30

9

8

375 GB Intel® P4800X NVMe
(Intel® Optane™ SSD)

Ultrasound

Flash Cache Drive

Mammography

4

87

Flash Capacity Drive

16

1.92 TB SATA read-intensive SSD

VMware vSAN* License

8

VMware vSAN advanced, 1 CPU

Network Adapter

VMware vSphere* License 8

vSphere Enterprise Plus
1 CPU license, 3-year subscription

VMware vCenter* License

vCenter Server Standard

1

Table 7. Relative data access pattern on Enterprise Imaging Platform
Overall # of Pushes/Study

Overall # of Pulls/Study

1

10

Frost & Sullivan Estimates of Hospital Load, December 2017
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Experimental Methodology Test Setup
Load Generation Environment

Enterprise Imaging Platform

Locust Worker
Locust
Master

Orthanc Server

Postgres

REST API

Postgres Master

Viewer Clients

Load
Balancer

DICOM Web

DICOM Clients

HA Proxy

DICOM

Postgres Slave
collectd

Metrics

collectd

Metadata Store

Image Store

Graphite
Figure 10. Illustration of the test-environment setup

Test Summary

Throughput

Time-to-Display Study
This section focuses on latency experiments for viewing a
study. The time to display the first image of the study and
the time to display the full study was measured for each
modality. An ideal scenario of a single server instance and
a single user retrieving a full study was used initially. Then
the number of users and instances were gradually scaled.
The two graphs in Figure 11 show the time to view the first
image of the study and the time to view the full study in a
real-world, large hospital scenario. The results were very
promising and better than industry-standard expectations.

Time-to-Display Study

Maximum throughput as a metric is particularly helpful to
characterize the performance of the system for tasks such
as the migration of an old system to a newer one or handling
large batch jobs. The throughput of the system was analyzed
for upload and download of images independently under
stress load (Figure 12). The number of load-balanced server
instances was optimized while increasing the number of
clients in order to push the system to resource limitations.
Increasing throughput demands on the system could be met
just by increasing the number of server instances seen in the
graphs in Figure 12, showing that the system is designed to
be fail-proof and can sustain loads many times higher than
the peak load in a real-world scenario with a large hospital.

Image Throughput for Upload and Download

Time to View First Image

1 Orthanc

5 Orthanc

10 Orthanc

15 Orthanc

20 Orthanc

Upload Throughput

Magnetic Resonance
Mammography
X-ray
Computed Tomography
0

10

20 30 40 50 60
Time (milliseconds)

70

Images per second

Nuclear Medicine
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

50

Time to View Full Study
Magnetic Resonance
Mammography
X-ray
Computed Tomography
0

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Time (milliseconds)

Figure 11. Time to display first image and full study

150

200

Clients

400

800

1600

800

1600

Download Throughput
Images per second

Nuclear Medicine

100

5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

50

100

150

200

Clients

400

Figure 12. Throughput for upload and download of images
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Maximum Number of Concurrent Sessions

Real-World Workload Test
for Simulated 500-Bed Hospital
242

250

Average Response Time
(milliseconds)

This metric measures the number of concurrent sessions that
can be sustained while maintaining an acceptable system
performance. The acceptable performance criteria was
defined as 80 percent of peak performance for the purpose
of this paper. The higher the number of concurrent sessions
the system can sustain the better. The system was able to
sustain five times the number of active users in a real-world,
large hospital scenario even with a single server instance
configuration. As the number of server instances scaled up, the
maximum number of concurrent sessions the system could
sustain increased linearly. This metric provides an insight into
how the system can be configured to accommodate temporary
increases in load and active users during a higher-than-normal
census of the hospital by adding more server instances.

200
150

106

100
50

Real-World Workload
A real-world workload for a 500-bed hospital was simulated
with interleaved uploads, viewing, and metadata queries
at the appropriate rate, as described in the Workload
Simulation section, for a period of 24 hours (Figure 13). All
the profiling metrics showed that the system performed
optimally under this load. This load test was performed
again after enabling compression and encryption. Although
there was an increase in system resource utilization, it
stayed well within optimal performance limits. Compression
using JPEG 2000 provided a 40-60 percent reduction in
disk space while the average response time of requests
went up considerably by a factor of 2.2 to 2.5 as shown in
Figure 13. The system showed outstanding performance for
the workload, leaving ample room for future workloads like
analytics to be run on this system.

Solution Benefits
The Enterprise Imaging Platform is designed to help
healthcare providers manage the exponential growth of
image and unstructured data, enable more efficient use of IT
assets, reduce TCO, and improve data access and workflow
efficiency. The solution architecture provides customers with
features and benefits like flexibility, scalability, efficiency, and
manageability. The solution has been architected, integrated,
tested, and optimized by a joint team from Dell EMC, Intel,
and VMware in order to take the guesswork out of the
Enterprise Imaging Platform infrastructure deployment.

Find the solution that is right for your organization.
Contact your Intel representative or visit
DellEMC.com/healthcare or intel.com/healthcare.

0

Uncompressed

JPEG2000

Figure 13. Average response time of server requests for
a simulated 500-bed hospital

Learn More
You may find the following resources useful:
Dell EMC VxRail Appliances
dellemc.com/en-us/converged-infrastructure/vxrail/
index.htm
Dell EMC PowerEdge Servers Ready Nodes
dellemc.com/en-us/servers/index.htm#section=ready-nodes
Dell EMC PowerEdge Server C6420
dell.com/en-us/work/shop/povw/poweredge-c6420
VMware vSAN
vmware.com/products/virtual-san
Intel Xeon Scalable Processors
intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/scalable/
xeon-scalable-platform
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Solution Provided By:

Source: emc.com/collateral/analyst-reports/idc-the-digital-universe-in-2020.pdf
Source: communities.intel.com/community/itpeernetwork/blog/2015/09/17/scaling-software-defined-storage-in-retail
3
Source: MarketsandMarkets, IHS, Research and Markets, KLAS
4
International Data Corporation (IDC) Worldwide Quarterly Converged Systems Tracker. June 2017. idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS42519317
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